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Seo Mayu

Seo Mayu is a player character played by Eistheid.

Seo Mayu

Species: NH-33 (Tennyo)
Gender: Female

Age: “99 Days” 1)

Zodiac: Libra
Height: 150cm (5')
Weight: 55kg (121lbs)

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: 01 Infantry

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Orochi Squadron

Physical Characteristics

Handedness: Left dominant

Build and Skin Color: It is immediately apparent that Mayu is built like a pinup with an overly generous
bosom, and more then enough hips for any woman or Nekovalkyrja to envy. Beneath her curves lies an
hourglass frame with a musculature that would be likened to that of a competition swimmer giving her a
hint of graceful strength beneath her golden-peach toned skin.

Eyes and Facial Features: Mayu has large, round lime Green eyes, notably with cat like slit pupils that
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dominate her oval face, beneath sits a small nose, and soft pink lips.

Ears: A pair of large, triangular, fluffy, feline ears sprout form the sides of her head sheathed in molten
gold coloured fur, with large tufts in place to keep the interior warm.

Hair Color and Style: Mayu wears her short, straight, shiny, molten gold hair at chin length, with her
fringe cut to leave her eyes clear, with the rest cut fairly short and somewhat feathered.

Distinguishing Features: Notably she is among the more recent Nekovalkyrja to sport a tail. It is fluffy,
long, and sheathed in healthy shining golden fur matching her hair and ears. Just above her tail are six
small pink dots that indicate her SPINE interface.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Mayu has displayed an observant mind shrouded behind an outwardly sunny, and playful
exterior. These playful tendencies are most often used to interact with those around her frequently
taking the form of jokes, or worse puns. Beyond this Mayu is possessed of an as of yet, indomitable,
energetic, cheerful disposition which lends itself well to her chosen pursuits of minor mischief. This
mischief is made more potent by an inquisitive streak which lends to her poking her nose where it does
not belong. This curiosity being a facet one of her first truly notable traits; a fascination with learning
about others.

While greatly enjoying more lighthearted pursuits Mayu is willing when appropriate to restrain herself
and function as a professional keeping her mind on a track that is more cooly analytical allowing her to
focus on a situation at hand rather than exasperate her peers with an incessant refusal to take things
seriously. To this end she has been observably calm under pressure demonstrating an efficient work
ethic to keep both herself and her allies safe even in poor circumstances.

Likes: Learning about others from her place of origin, cat puns, fast paced electronic music.
Dislikes: People who don't like her puns, people touching her without permission, the waiting
period immediately before deployment.
Goals: Upon stumbling across past records (during an unsanctioned exploration attempt during
down time) Mayu has been possessed by the idea of meet notable Fort Hankou Neko, with the
intent of being able to say she has met anyone who has ever done anything of note from where
she is form. To aid her first goal, and build upon her investigative nature Mayu has decided to
pursue a future career in SAINT, she hopes to develop the skills and learn what is required of the
process so as to apply for retraining as quickly as she can.

History

Creator

Manufacured for the Ketsurui Zaibatsu at Fort Hankou
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Sisters:
“Loyalist”
“Convert”
"Three-Hei"
“Ring Ring”
"Fix"
“Happy Cat”
"Watcher"

Pre-RP

Seo Mayu was decanted in the autumn of YE 37 as the eighth and final member of a limited run of test
type Nekovalkyrja, nearly three years after the initial run in the winter of YE 34. As the final iteration of a
series designed to study the development of the psychology of Nekovalkyrja who had specific traits of
their persona emphasized. As the last of this small run Seo Mayu was designed with the lessons learned
with the previous seven, with an attempt made at incorporating the most successful personality aspects
of the earlier seven making her something of an amalgamated model.

Upon manufacture Mayu was mixed in with a class of otherwise standard Nekovalkyrja on their way to
become spacy infantry, with gentle influences from her instructors to cultivate her potential and avoid
the scenario that had befallen number seven. To further bolster her skills for her future role, Mayu was
quietly encouraged to pursue research into the history of her home base as well as look into the histories
of those who had come before her, allowing her inquisitive nature to lead her to the previous test group
and help encourage her interest in the precursors.

Despite the nudges and pushes of the background unbeknownst to Mayu, she had developed and trained
much in the same way as the average Nekovalkyrja on her way to service in the Star Army of Yamatai.
She had made a few friends in her time at Fort Hankou, and spent much of her free time either
socializing or reading up on the records that are available to her, indulging in a private rivalry between
herself and those who have excelled before her. To this end while Mayu hasn't proven by the numbers to
be an extraordinary Nekovalkyrja, however she had been able to show a consistent proficiency in all
practical skills asked of her as a soldier leading to approval among training staff.

While Mayu's training was only intended to continue to the end of her standard infantry training before
being inducted into SAINT for further training and preparation, the crisis at Jun led to her being swept up
with the rest of Orochi Squadron as the Eighth Fleet was deployed to Jun in order to head off the pillaging
NMX forces. As such she has been launched into the fray momentarily distracting her from the goal of
meeting the notable individuals who came before her, and her efforts to earn the right to try out for
SAINT training. Her personal goals and purpose temporarily put on hold while her duty to the Empire was
fulfilled.

Skills

Mayu is trained in all Star Army Common Skills
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Inventory

Seo Mayu has the following items:

Standard issue items for a Space Infantry Nekovalkyrja.
1 Star Army Holiday Kit, Type 36

Finances

Seo Mayu is currently a Santô Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS - - Starting Funds

OOC

Mayu was created 2015/12/11 08:46 by Eistheid and is not up for adoption. Approved 2016/04/28 19:49

Theme: Qua - Devil Eyes

Secondary: Orbital - Girl With The Sun In Her Head

:3

Character Data
Character Name Seo Mayu
Character Owner Eistheid
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Plots Orochi Squadron
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
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